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15 Abstract: The Hamburg Wheel Tracking Test (HWTT) is a widely used routine laboratory test with a 

16 proven history of successfully identifying and screening hot-mix asphalt (HMA) mixes that are prone to 

17 rutting .The standard HMA pass-fail screening criterion under the current HWTT protocol is 12.5-mm 

18 rutting at 50 C. However, with the recorded high summer temperatures of the recent years in Texas, several 

19 rutting failures have occurred with some HMA mixes that had passed the HWTT in the laboratory. These 

20 failures occurred mostly in high shear locations, in particular with slow moving (accelerating/decelerating) 

21 traffic at controlled highway intersections, stop-go sections, in areas of elevated temperatures, heavy/high 

22 traffic loading, and/or where lower performance grade (PG) of asphalt binders have been used. This 

23 laboratory hybrid study was thus initiated to explore new data analysis methods and parameters to 

24 supplement the traditional Texas HWTT pass-fail screening criteria ( 12.5 mm rut depth at 50 C) for 

25 HMA mixes. Several HMA mixes commonly used in Texas were evaluated in the laboratory and new 

26 HWTT analysis parameters, such as the rutting area [ ], the normalized rutting area [RutΔ], and the shape ∆𝐴

27 factor [SF] with the potential to capture the HMA rutting path-history, were formulated. In addition, a 

28 comparison between the newly formulated and traditional rutting parameters with field performance 

29 observations was conducted and yielded promising results in terms of superiority of the newly introduced 

30 HWTT parameters (RutΔ and SF) to predict the early-life rutting performance of HMA mixes.
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28 1. Introduction

29 Rutting is one of the major distresses occurring in hot-mix asphalt (HMA) pavements, typically 

30 manifesting itself as longitudinal depressions in the wheel paths [1, 2]. The HMA rutting is mainly caused 

31 through shear deformation in the upper HMA layers under repeated traffic loading [3, 4, 5, 6]. Currently, 

32 one of the routine laboratory tests used for screening HMA mixes and assessing their rutting susceptibility 

33 is the Hamburg Wheel Tracking Test (HWTT).

34 Traditionally run at a single test temperature of 50 C (122F)  in the laboratory under Texas 

35 specification Tex-242-F, the HWTT has been proven as a reliable test method to identify and screen HMA 

36 mixes that are prone to rutting and/or susceptible to moisture damage (stripping) [7, 8, 9, 10]. However, 

37 with the record high summer temperatures of the recent years in Texas (i.e., over 122 °F), several rutting 

38 failures have occurred in the field with some HMA mixes that had passed the HWTT in the laboratory. 

39 These failures occurred mostly in high shear stress locations, in particular with slow moving 

40 (accelerating/decelerating) traffic at controlled highway (stop-go intersections, in areas of elevated 

41 temperatures, heavy/high traffic loading, and/or where lower performance grade (PG) asphalt-binder grades 

42 have been used for cost optimization purposes, etc.) [11, 12].

43

44

45 Fig. 1 Examples of premature and surface rutting on selected Texas highways.



46 Since improper HMA mix selection due to poor laboratory screening can undesirably lead to costly 

47 premature pavement failures, tying laboratory testing to field performance using actual laboratory and field 

48 data is critical to ensure optimal field performance and minimize maintenance/rehabilitation costs. Thus, 

49 the objective of this study was to explore new data analysis methods and parameters in order to make current 

50 HWTT protocol more simulative of field conditions of severe Texas summer and supplement the current 

51 Tex-242-F criteria for better assessment of rutting resistance of HMA mixes to meet screening purposes. 

52 In the subsequent sections, the Texas HWTT test protocol and Tex-242-F specification are described, 

53 followed by the laboratory experimental plan. Based on laboratory test results analyzed, the paper concludes 

54 with a synthesis and summary of the key findings and recommendations.

55

56 2. The HWTT test protocol and TEX-242-F specification

57 Current HWTT protocol of the Tex-242-F specification consists of the following test parameters: 

58 72 kg (158 lb.) vertical load at a wheel speed of 52 passes per minute up to 20,000 passes at 50 1 C 

59 (122F) in a water bath [9].  This test method is routinely used to determine the HMA premature failure 

60 susceptibility caused by weak aggregate structure, inadequate asphalt-binder stiffness, or moisture damage 

61 (stripping). Figure 2 illustrates the HWTT equipment along with the sample loading configuration.

62

63

64 Fig. 2 The HWTT device.



65 The HMA pass-fail screening criteria are based on the measured rut depth (< 12.5 mm) and the 

66 number of HWTT load passes to failure (or test termination), whichever comes first. Additionally, the 

67 number of HWTT load passes to failure is based on the asphalt binder performance grade (PG) as follows:  

68 PG 64/58-XX = 10,000 load passes; PG 70-XX = 15,000 load passes; and PG 76-XX = 20,000 load passes 

69 [9, 12, 13]. As mentioned in the introduction, these failure criteria are not sufficient to assess HMA rutting 

70 resistance for mix screening purpose. Thus, as a supplement to these traditional criteria, new alternative 

71 data analysis methods and HMA screening parameters were derived in this study and are discussed in the 

72 subsequent sections.

73

74 3. Alternative HWTT data analysis and screening criteria

75 As previously stated, the current HMA pass-fail screening criteria of the HWTT, according to the 

76 Tex-248-F specification, is solely based on the magnitude of the measured rut depth (< 12.5 mm) and the 

77 number of load passes to failure (test termination), whichever comes first [9, 13]. However, these 

78 parameters do not capture the rutting path-history of the HMA and therefore, fails to effectively 

79 discriminate those HMA mixes that may be potentially susceptible to early-life rutting (shear failure) 

80 propensity. This limitation is illustrated in Figure 3, where the rutting response curves of three HMA mixes 

81 have been arbitrarily plotted as a function of the HWTT rut depth versus the number of load passes.

82 As seen in Figure 3, three HMA mixes have the same rutting depths of 10 mm after 20,000 load 

83 passes, which means they have the same rutting propensity based on the current Tex-242-F criteria. 

84 However, it is clear that they show different path-history curves with different shapes of the rutting response 

85 curves. These path-histories and shapes of the rutting response curves are meaningful in terms of screening 

86 and quantifying the expected rutting performance of the HMA mixes. For instance, Mix-1 with a convex 

87 shaped rutting response curve suggests a higher propensity to early-life rutting (premature shear failure) 

88 than Mix-3 with a concave curve;, where the rutting response curve, as previously defined, is simply a plot 

89 of the HWTT rut depth versus the number of load passes. Similarly, the order of the propensity to early-life 

90 rutting and premature shear failures is as follows: Mix-1 > Mix-2 > Mix-3. Thus, it is obvious that this 



91 approach of path-history or shape of the rutting response curve will be effective to screen HMA mixes 

92 rather than the current Tex-242-F criteria that rely on only the magnitude of rutting depth and the number 

93 of HWTT load passes to failure.

94
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96 Fig. 3   Conceptual illustration of the HWTT rutting path-history.

97

98 Rutting is often more prevalent in the early life of HMA after construction. To mitigate the 

99 possibility of early-life rutting, Mix-3 with a concave-shaped rutting response curve will theoretically be 

100 preferred over the other mixes, especially for high shear-stress and temperature areas, urban stop-go 

101 environments, and highway intersections. The undesirable convex shaped rutting response curve of Mix 1 

102 suggests that those mixes may be prone to early-life rutting, but stabilizes over time partly due to 

103 densification. In other words, Mix 1 would be undesirable where early-life rutting is to be mitigated, an 

104 aspect which the current Tex-242-F criteria would not readily capture. Besides, it should be noted that the 

105 linear-shaped rutting response curve illustrated for Mix-2 hardly ever occurs due to the non-linear 

106 viscoelastic nature of HMA [14].



107 Evidently, based on the path-history curve, there is a need to explore new data analysis methods 

108 and HWTT rutting parameters for screening HMA mixes as a supplement to the current Tex-242-F criteria. 

109 Three alternative HWTT data analysis parameters were then formulated and investigated in this study, 

110 namely, 1) Rutting area, 2) Normalized rutting area, and 3) Shape factor [14].

111
112 3.1 Rutting area

113 The rutting area (A) is defined as an integral area encompassed under the rutting response curve 

114 of the graphical plot of the rut depth versus the number of HWTT load passes. The unit of A is mm-number 

115 of passes or in.-cycle. As illustrated in Equation 1 and Figure 4, this rutting area (A) is mathematically 

116 calculated using the trapezoidal formula by dividing the area under the rutting response curve into n number 

117 of trapezoids [4]:

118

119                                (Equation 1)𝛥𝐴 =
𝑁𝑑

2𝑛 = [𝑓(𝑥𝑜) + 2𝑓(𝑥1) + 2𝑓(𝑥2) + … + 2𝑓(𝑥𝑛 ‒ 1) + 𝑓(𝑥𝑛)]

120  
121
122 Where, f (xo) and f (xn) are rut depth values at the left and right end of each trapezoid, respectively, 

123 and n is the number of trapezoids. is the number of HWTT failure load cycles and represents the number dN

124 of load passes to reach 12.5 mm rutting or 20,000 (test termination), whichever comes first [14]. Note that 

125 while the basic trapezoidal concept (Equation 1) was used for mathematically computing the integral area 

126 enclosed under the HWTT rutting response curve, other tools such as Matlab software can also be used to 

127 compute A in Figure 4 [4].

128



129

130 Fig. 4  Rutting response curve – plot of rut depth versus HWTT load passes.

131

132 3.2 Normalized rutting area 

133 The normalized rutting area (Rut) is the area under the rutting response curve divided by the 

134 number of HWTT load passes to failure (test termination), i.e., Nd; see Figure 4a. That is removing the Nd 

135 factor from Equation 1 yields the normalized rutting area (Rut). This parameter was derived to capture and 

136 account for the rutting path-history of HMA when subjected to HWTT testing. Thus, as opposed to A, the 

137 results in this paper are presented and discussed in the context of Rut. The unit of Rut is mm-number of 

138 passes or in.-cycle. From Equation 1 and using Figure 4a, can be computed as follows:Rut

139  (Equation 𝑅𝑢𝑡∆ =
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑅𝑢𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒

𝑁𝑑
=

∆𝐴

𝑁𝑑
=

1
2𝑛[𝑓(𝑥𝑜) + 2𝑓(𝑥1) + 2𝑓(𝑥2) + … + 2𝑓(𝑥𝑛 ‒ 1) + 𝑓(𝑥𝑛)]

140 2)
141
142
143 Mathematically, normalizing the rutting area (Rut) simply implies removing the Nd factor from the 

144 rutting area (A) in Equation 1 to Equation 2 – i.e., dividing A (Equation 1) by Nd to get Rut (Equation 2). 

145 Theoretically, higher Rut in magnitude indicates poor rutting resistance in the HMA mix. Thus, a smaller 

146 Rut in magnitude would theoretically be desired for rut-resistant mixes. 

147
148
149
150
151

Area A Area B

(a) (b)



152
153 3.3 Shape factor

154 The Shape Factor (SF) is the ratio of the area under the HWTT rutting response curve to a 

155 hypothetical triangular area (B) shown in Figure 4b between the HWTT zero load passes and the failure or 

156 test termination point. This SF parameter was derived to capture and account for the shape of the HMA 

157 rutting response curve when subjected to HWTT testing. The parameter can be computed as expressed in 

158 Equation 3:

159                                                       (Equation 3)𝑆𝐹 =
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 '𝑅𝑢𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 ' 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑎 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒 =
∆𝐴

0.5 ∗ 𝑁𝑑 ∗ 𝑅𝑢𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥
=

∆𝐴

∆𝐵

160

161 Where Rutmax is the maximum rut depth measured at Nd, i.e., HMA rutting after 20,000 load passes 

162 or 12.5 mm whichever comes first; and B is the triangular area as illustrated in Figure 4b. Theoretically, a 

163 numerical value of 1.0 for SF suggests a linear rutting response curve (Mix-2 in Figure 3). A SF > 1.00 

164 indicates a convex rutting response curve (e.g., Mix-1 in Figure 3), which is theoretically undesirable for 

165 high temperature and shear stress locations and urban stop-go sections in terms of the early-life rutting 

166 propensity of HMA mixes. On the contrary, A SF < 1.00 indicates a concave rutting response curve (e.g., 

167 Mix-3 in Figure 3), which would theoretically be more desirable [14]. 

168

169 4. Experimental design plan – materials and HMA mixes

170 Five commonly used Texas mix types, namely: Type B, Type C, Type D, and  CAM (Crack 

171 Attenuating Mixture) with 12 different mix-design characteristics, were evaluated and are listed in Table 1, 

172 which includes mix type, project site, asphalt binder PG grade and content (AC), aggregate type and 

173 addition of Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement (RAP). As documented elsewhere [14], these mixes were selected 

174 to geographically cover the main climatic zones of Texas, namely dry-warm (DW), wet-cold (WC), wet-

175 warm (WW), and moderate (M) climatic regions except for dry-cold (DC).



176 Table 1 Materials and Mix-Design Characteristics.
Mix 
Type

District 
Source

Climatic Highway Asphalt 
Binder

Aggregate Asphalt Binder 
Content (AC)

CG Waco M IH 35 PG 64-22 Limestone + 30% RAP 4.6%
DG Laredo DW Loop 480 PG 64-22 Crushed Gravel + 20% RAP 5.0%

DG Laredo DW US 83 PG 64-28 Limestone + 17% RAP 4.6%
DG Bryan WW SH 21 PG 64-22 Limestone + 17% RAP 4.8%
DfG Paris WC US 277 PG 64-22 Limestone/Dolomite + 17% 

RAP
5.4%

DfG Atlanta WC US 59 PG 64-22 Quartzite + 20% RAP 5.2%
DfG FTW WC APT PG 64-22 Bridgeport Rock 4.8%
FG Paris WC US 271 PG 76-22 Sandstone 6.8%
CAM Paris WC SH 121 PG 64-22 Igneous/Limestone 7.0%
DG Corpus 

Christi
M US 181 PG 64-22 Limestone/Dolomite + 20% 

RAP
5.1%

FG Atlanta WC US 82 PG 70-22S Sandstone 7.8%
DG Tyler WC US 259 PG 70-22S Sandstone + 1% Lime 4.3%
Legend: CAM = Crack Attenuating Mix (Texas fine-graded crack-resistant mix); CG = Coarse-graded (Texas Type B mix); DG = Dense-
graded (Texas Type C mix); DfG = Dense to fine graded (Texas Type D mix); DW = Dry-Warm; FG = Fine-graded (Texas Type F mix);                         
M = Moderate;  RAP = Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement materials; WC = Wet-Cold

177

178 It should be mentioned that HMA samples for the mixes listed in Table 1 include both field-

179 extracted cores from in-service highways and those molded from plant-mix or raw materials in the 

180 laboratory, respectively. With the exception of the field-extracted cores that were tested at the in-situ field 

181 density, all the lab-molded HMA specimens were molded to a target density of 93±1%, i.e., 7±1% air voids 

182 (AV), as specified by Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) standards [13]. Also, three replicates 

183 for each mix were tested.

184

185 5. Laboratory test results and analysis

186 This section presents the laboratory results and the corresponding analysis using the new 

187 parameters based on HWTT path-history curves. Along with the SF parameter, note that as opposed to the 

188 mathematical rutting area (A), the laboratory test results herein have been presented and discussed in terms 

189 of the normalized rutting area (Rut) that better accounted for the rutting path-history of HMA when 

190 subjected to HWTT testing than the A parameter [12, 14]. As can be seen in Figure 5, both the traditional 



191 HWTT parameter (Rutmax) and newly introduced HWTT parameters (Rut and SF) for the  HMA mixes 

192 (Table 1) evaluated are comparatively presented. 

193

194

195 Fig. 5 Comparison of traditional and newly introduced HWTT parameters: (a) Rutmax, (b) RutΔ,                            
196 and (c) SF.
197

198 In the Figure 5, the HM mixes (represented by respective in-service highways) are presented in the 

199 order of increasing Rutmax after 20,000 load passes, and new parameters of the normalized rutting area (RutΔ) 

200 and shape factor (SF) for each mix are presented. Although it is observed that the normalized rutting area 

201 (RutΔ) also closely follows this ranking of the mixes, there are some obvious outliers. For example, the US 

202 83 (Type C) mix ranks worse than each of US 271 (Type F), US 181 (Type C), and US 82 (Type F) mixes 

203 based on the traditional HWTT result (Rutmax), whereas, due to a superior shape of the rutting curve, it ranks 

204 better than each of the three mixes (US 271, US 181, and US 82) in terms of the RutΔ parameter [14]. Also 

205 it is notable from Figure 5 that the SF parameter does not seem to have any correlation with the traditional 

206 HWTT parameter (Rutmax), implying that the shape of the curve does not depend on the final rut depth of 

207 the HMA. These observations are further confirmed by the correlation curves presented in Figure 6 [14].

208

209

HMA rutting screening criterion ≤ 12.5 mm

(a)

(b)

(c)



210 As presented in Figure 6 (excluding some outliers such as US 83), the correlation curves between 

211 the traditional and newly introduced HWTT parameters both reconfirm the arguments drawn in the 

212 preceding paragraph. As illustrated in Figure 6a, the parameter RutΔ has a fairly linear correlation with 

213 HWTT rut depth (Rutmax). This linear-regression correlation at 92% coefficient of correlation may suggest 

214 that the RutΔ parameter, in addition to capturing the rutting path-history, also provides the same HMA 

215 rutting response data as the traditional parameter Rutmax. That is, similar to the Rutmax trend, the higher the 

216 RutΔ in magnitude, the greater the propensity of the HMA to rutting and vice versa.

217 On the other hand, the SF in Figure 6b shows no correlation whatsoever with the Rutmax, signifying 

218 that the shape of the curve does not depend on the final rut depth of the mix. In other words, the magnitude 

219 of the final rut depth of any given HMA mix is rutting-path independent. Thus, the following mix screening 

220 criteria are tentatively proposed for the newly introduced HWTT parameters as a safeguard against early-

221 life mixture rutting: (a) Rut ≤ 8.0 and (b) SF ≤ 1.25 [14].

222

223

224 Fig. 6 Correlation of traditional versus newly formulated HWTT parameters: (a) RutΔ vs. Rutmax,                            
225 and (b) SF vs. Rutmax..
226

227 6. Preliminary correlations with field performance data

228 It is seen that the new parameters obtained from the HWTT rutting path-history curves are 

229 somewhat different from the traditional final rut depth. In order to implement these new parameters in 

230 practice, the correlation between new parameters and field performance should be investigated. Thus, this 

(a) (b)



231 section is mainly to compare the new and traditional parameters with the field observations. For this 

232 purpose, five different in-service highway test sections, randomly selected from Table 1 because of their 

233 field data availability, were utilized to compare and validate the laboratory test results with field 

234 performance observations. As shown in Table 2, the in-service highway sections have varying traffic, 

235 climatic, and pavement structural conditions, but bearing the same HMA mixes that were tested in the 

236 laboratory as previously listed in Table 1. 

237

238 Table 2  Description of the Selected In-Service Highway Test Sections.

Highway PVMNT Type Mix 
Type 

Date of 
Construction

Climatic 
Region

Max PVMNT 
Temperature AADTT*

US 59 Overlay-HMA-LTB DfG Apr 2011 Wet-Cold 135.5F 1502
Loop 480 New Construction DG June 2012 Dry-Warm 145.5F 60
SH 121 Overlay-HMA-CTB CAM Oct 2011 Wet-Cold 137.5F 468
SH 21 Overlay-HMA-FB DG July 2012 Wet-Warm 127.5F 560
IH 35 
Frontage New Construction CG Oct 2011 Moderate 131.3F 53

LTB = Lime Treated Base; CTB = Cement Treated Base; AADTT = Average Annual Daily Truck Traffic

239

240 Figure 7 presents the HWTT rutting response curves of the five HMA mixes along with their 

241 respective field rutting performances, which were measured from the five in-service highway test sections 

242 listed in Table 2 [14]. It is observed that the shape of the HWTT rutting curves can be effectively 

243 implemented as a critical tool to predict the field rutting performance of a mix, particularly with respect to 

244 early-life rutting. For example, the US 59 and the IH 35 HWTT and field rutting history curves up to 7 

245 months follow a similar pattern [14]. In order to compare the HWTT laboratory results with field 

246 performance of the mixes, it is vital that only the field rutting contribution of the relevant HMA layer should 

247 be taken into account. Since a full-scale forensic evaluation was beyond the scope of this study, the 

248 contributions of the respective layers were estimated through mechanistic-empirical (M-E) modeling (using 

249 the MEPDG software) of the in-service highway pavement structures [14]. Each highway section was 

250 modeled using the M-E PDG design software to calculate the percentage contribution of each layer towards 

251 the total surface rut depth. These estimated percentages were then used to estimate the rutting contribution 



252 of the relevant top HMA layers shown in Figure 7 from the total surface rut depth measured from field 

253 surveys of the in-service highway test sections. Table 3 presents HWTT rutting parameters calculated for 

254 these HMA mixes along with their respective field rutting performances.

255

256
257 Fig.7 Comparison of HWTT output rutting curves with field rutting: (a) HWTT rutting response curves, 
258 and (b) field rutting performance curves.
259

260 Table 3 Comparison of HWTT lab results with field rutting performance.

 HWTT (Tex-242-F) Field Rutting (Inches) Top HMA Layer 
Rutting (Inches)

Highway Rutmax 
(Inches)

 ΔA 
(in-cycle)

RutΔ 
(inches) SF 7 months after 

construction
August 
2014

7 months after 
construction

August 
2014

US 59 0.170 1865 0.090 1.099 0.006 0.130 0.002 0.045

Loop 480 0.190 2700 0.130 1.433 0.063 0.063 0.009 0.009
SH 121 0.500 4928 0.320 1.316 0.026 0.063 0.012 0.036
SH 21 0.370 4050 0.200 1.096 0.030 0.060 0.002 0.011

IH 35 0.110 1708 0.090 1.496 0.020 0.040 0.001 0.007

261

262 Based on the comparison between the HWTT results and the field rutting performance presented 

263 in Table 3, it is observed that the traditional HWTT rut depth may not be sufficient to accurately predict the 

264 field rutting performance of a mix. For example, the US 59 Type D and the Loop 480 Type C mixes have 

265 almost similar HWTT rut depths (Rutmax = 0.17 inch and 0.19 inch, respectively), while the early-life field 

266 rutting performance of these two HMA mixes are widely different [14]. However, considering the HWTT 

(b)(a)



267 rutting path-history of the HMA mixes can lead to a better prediction of their field rutting performance. 

268 Though not very pronounced, as seen in Figure 7, the Loop 480 Type C mix has a somewhat undesirable 

269 convex-like shape for the HWTT rutting response curve, indicating that the mix will be more prone to early-

270 life rutting as compared to the US 59-Type D mix, which exhibits a concave-like shape for the HWTT 

271 rutting response curve.

272 When comparing the laboratory HWTT results of the HMA mixes with their respective field 

273 performances, it needs to be considered that the five in-service highway test sections selected for this study 

274 vary widely in terms of the traffic, climatic, and pavement structural conditions, as listed previously in 

275 Table 2, which they are subjected to. Also, since all five test sections are at different stages of their service 

276 lives, the field rutting performances at 7 months after construction of each test section were considered for 

277 baseline comparison of all the test sections.

278 To obtain a truly objective correlation between laboratory and field rutting performance, it is 

279 imperative that these conditions are kept uniform among the test sections to be compared. Thus, continued 

280 field monitoring of these test sections is warranted to enable adequate and conclusive comparisons with the 

281 laboratory test data in the future.

282

283 7. Summary and recommendations

284 In this study, the HWTT data analysis and HMA mix screening procedure were reviewed in an 

285 attempt to generate new HWTT data analysis methods and HMA pass-fail screening parameters that can 

286 better predict the HMA field performance, particular early-life rutting. Based on the evaluation of different 

287 HMA mixes, the key findings and recommendations drawn from this study are summarized as follows:

288

289  The current HWTT protocol specifies rutting performance of any HMA mix at the end of the test 

290 only, without considering the rutting path-history. Thus, the current HWTT protocol fails to explain 

291 HMA mixes having similar laboratory rutting performances but widely varied field rutting 

292 performance, especially in terms of early-life rutting. 



293  To address this issue and capture the HMA rutting path-history, three new HWTT data analysis 

294 parameters were introduced, namely the rutting area ( ), the normalized rutting area (RutΔ), and ∆𝐴

295 the shape factor (SF). Among these parameters, the RutΔ and the SF showed promising potential to 

296 capture the HWTT rutting response and path-history.

297  Analysis of the HWTT data of several commonly used Texas mixes conceptually confirmed the 

298 superiority of the RutΔ and the SF parameters in capturing the effects of the HWTT rutting path-

299 history as well as the total rut depth.

300  Based on the comparative evaluation and discussion, , it is proposed herein that the RutΔ and SF 

301 parameters should be considered in the HWTT protocol and Tex-242-F test procedure as a 

302 supplement to the traditional HWTT parameters (i.e., the magnitude of the measured rut depth [≤ 

303 12.5 mm] and the number of load passes to failure [test termination]), with the following tentative 

304 HMA mix pass-fail screening criteria: (a) Rut ≤ 8.0 and (b) SF ≤1.25. These parameters are 

305 particularly critical for assessing the HMA’s potential and susceptibility to early-life rutting.

306

307 Overall, the newly derived HWTT data analysis parameters ( , RutΔ, and SF) yielded promising ∆𝐴

308 results in terms of predicting the early-life rutting performance of the HMA mixes. Only preliminary 

309 correlations with limited field data were conducted in this study. However, more lab testing and correlations 

310 with field performance data are strongly recommended to supplement and validate the findings reported in 

311 this paper. As such, a comprehensive field verification study is still warranted to aid in validating the 

312 concepts and refining the proposed HMA pass-fail screening criteria based the RutΔ and SF parameters. 

313 Additionally, there is also an inherent need to comparatively evaluate these newly formulated HWTT 

314 parameters against other traditional tests such as the dynamic modulus, flow number, repeated load 

315 permanent deformation, etc., in future studies.

316

317
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